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On the rainy afternoon of November 28,1938, a slight 18-year-old Austrian man took in his first

impressions of Shanghai. Paul Hoffmann had left his family and all that was familiar to him in

Vienna and was now among a forlorn stream of thousands of Jewish refugees into China to

escape Nazism. For the next thirteen years, Shanghai would be his home, and he made the

most of the last years of the foreign-dominated world of old Shanghai. Witness to History is the

moving memoir of a man caught up in the tides of history, who witnessed and experienced the

Nazi revolution in Europe, the Japanese invasion of China and the Communist victory in China

in 1949, and emerged from the challenges all the wiser. In Shanghai, he taught mathematics,

lived the high life, and worked for an American lawyer, Norwood Altman, who was also secretly

the US spy chief in China before and after the Communist takeover.
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parents Paul and Shulamis HoffmannTwo of the most courageousandMy husband Doug

LewandaWho taught me to be braveForewordThe following story is my father’s story. A father’s

story is never his alone. It belongs to all who love and know him. My father, Paul Hoffmann,

intended this memoir to be a continuing chronicle of our family history. In its telling, it became a

personal narrative of some of the most dramatic, intense and important events in world history.

Born in Vienna, he moved to Shanghai in 1938 at the age of eighteen, and moved on from

there to the United States in 1953. Dad was not only a reporter and observer of the events post-

World War I, during World War II, and following the Communist take-over of China, he was a

participant.I cannot remember a time that I was not aware of my Austrian, Russian, Jewish,

and Chinese heritage. Our home was decorated with beautiful carved Chinese furniture and

tapestries. We consistently celebrated Jewish holidays every year. There was an endless

parade of family and friends from all over the world, most of whom spoke English, but often

reverted to the comfort of Russian and German when they came together with their landsmen.

Our American neighbors often said they felt like they were at the United Nations when they

crossed our threshold.But there was more than the day-to-day exposure to a variety of cultures

that influenced the young lives of my older brother, Abe, and me. There were the stories of life

in Vienna and Shanghai and the subsequent flight from those former homelands, that were

shared with the same frequency as the Exodus from Egypt at the Passover Seder. There was

the constant awareness that we must stay vigilant to the events of the world. As a seven-year-

old child, I vividly remember watching the trial of Adolf Eichmann on television with my father’s

commentary in the background. I can hear my father telling my mother to stock up on canned

goods due to the uncertainty created by the Bay of Pigs Invasion. The implied message, even

at an early age was: know who you are, be aware of what is happening around you and never

assume that what is happening in the world is not your problem.Dad began this memoir

sometime after his retirement from his position as Trademark Counsel for General Electric

Company in March 1986 and wrote his concluding comments in November 1998. Despite

many years of challenges and struggle, he considered his to be a life well-lived and concluded

with the wish that his children and grandchildren would also be able to say, “What a life I had!”

After his passing in March of 2010, I not only rediscovered the manuscript of his memoir, but a

wealth of documents and photographs covering over a hundred years of both family and world

history, and the importance of his message was reignited.It is in the memory of my father, Paul

Hoffmann and my mother, Shulamis Froloff Hoffmann, and their wish that we be citizens of the

world, that I share my father’s story.Jean Hoffmann LewandaMay 20211The HoffmannsWhen I

was a boy of fifteen or sixteen years of age growing up in Vienna, Austria, a Hoffmann family

chronicle surfaced. I was fascinated by it because it was in the form of anecdotes, rather than

the usual enumeration of names, births, marriages, and death dates. Thus, I thought that I, in

turn, should provide for my children and grandchildren a history of the family, particularly since

I lived through some of the most turbulent times the world has ever known. The recollections of



my grandparents and my own experiences cover more than one hundred and forty years, an

amazing length of time, given the fantastic changes that have taken place in the world within

that time span.According to the chronicle, which disappeared with the dispersal of the family

after 1938, the Hoffmanns lived in Frankfurt, Germany in the 1600s. Whether they came from

Spain after the expulsion of the Jews from that country during the Inquisition is pure

speculation. Why the Hoffmanns moved East around the year 1630 is also unknown. The first

documented fact is that my great-grandfather Alexander Hoffmann, married Julie

Knoepfelmacher (which means “button maker”) in 1851 in the Hungarian village of Luky, now

located in the Czech Republic, about fifty miles from Vienna.1Two anecdotes from the

chronicle are clearly fixed in my memory. One told the story of how one of my ancestors lent

money to the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria to build the famous Schonbrunn Palace, the

main summer residence of the Habsburg Family. That would place a Hoffmann ancestor in

Vienna around the year 1750.The other story was about an ancestor who came to Vienna to

sell cattle in the 1850s. Having completed his transaction, he went to the coffee house, as was

typical of the Viennese. He observed a card game, joined in, lost all the money he had earned

from the sale of the cattle, and then decided to drown himself in the Danube.Salomon and

Jeanette HoffmannThe story of our family started for me with the birth of my grandfather,

Salomon Hoffmann, born on November 23, 1855 as the second child of Alexander and Julie

Hoffmann. Alexander and Julie had six children. Their first two children, Israel and Judah, did

not live past the age of two. Their four surviving children were one girl, Mindl, and three boys,

Salomon, Isidor and Benjamin. Sometime after 1861, Alexander, who was a rabbi, moved his

family to Vienna. I know very little about my Grandfather Salomon’s youth or education. He told

me he was in the Austrian army and described how the defenders of a city in the Balkans

threw boiling pitch on the attackers. This was one of the many stories he told. Salomon married

his cousin Jeanette Knoepfelmacher, around 1880. Jeanette’s father, Jonas Knoepfelmacher,

was also a rabbi.I also don’t know much about my grandfather’s career. It was my

understanding that he was the first custom peddler in Vienna. In any event, he was able to

bring up seven children. My father, Oskar, fourth child of Salomon and Jeanette, told me that

when he was a medical student he had to help his father by collecting weekly installments from

customers. The reception from the customers when Father came to collect the installments

was not always pleasant. Being Jewish did not help when one was asking for money. I never

knew my Grandfather to work. I was told that when Grandfather was sixty years of age, he

decided to retire and let his children support him. There was no social security in 1913. He was

a lovable old gentleman and everyone liked him very much. He was a director of his

synagogue, a rather large one, and I remember how proud he was to show off his

grandchildren when they came to the synagogue on the High Holidays. I also remember being

present when my Hoffmann grandparents celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary, a rare

event in the early 1930s.2Pazmaniten Synagogue 1935—Gifted to Salomon Hoffmann on his

80th birthdayGrandfather came to our house nearly every day. He had a serious prostate

condition, and my father took care of his medical needs. Operations were not as common in

those days, and the risks were so much greater. Not infrequently, the phone would ring in the

middle of the night. It would be Aunt Ilona, one of my father’s older sisters who lived with my

grandparents, to say that Grandfather was on his way to see my father to be catheterized. He

would walk the fifteen minutes to our house in the middle of the night to minimize disturbing my

father. It is interesting to note that there was no question of safety on the street, and no thought

of taking a taxi. It was just too expensive and not necessary as long as one could walk.

Grandfather died of prostate cancer in 1935 at the age of 81.Grandmother Hoffmann, Jeanette,



was a rather distant person. I never felt close to her and I doubt that any of the other

grandchildren did either, with the exception of my cousin Franz who lived with my grandparents.

His mother, Ilona, who we called Ila, had been widowed very young and never remarried. My

grandmother suffered from depression. She took her own life in London by jumping from a

window when she was about 80 years old. She had fled to England with her daughter Bertha,

and her family, the Hohenbergs. Unfortunately, clinical depression runs in the family and a

number of family members have in some cases suffered the devastating consequences of

mental illness.My best memories of the Hoffmann grandparents revolve around the first Seder

night of Passover. The second Seder was celebrated with the Singer grandparents, a much

more somber affair. Grandfather Hoffmann did a marvelous job of conducting the Seder and

everybody sang and joked. Uncle Max, Bertha’s husband, was the ringleader, always urging

Grandfather to hurry through the prayers and rituals so that the matzoh balls would not get

hard. Not all his jokes were quite so innocent. It was my job to recite the Manestaneh, the Four

Questions, for several years since I was the youngest male.My father, Oskar, had three

brothers and three sisters. My Hoffmann grandparents clearly had their hands full with their

four boys. Eduard was the oldest. While I did not know my Uncle Eduard very well, I heard

about several of his exploits when he was young. There was the story of Eduard’s army service

around 1903. He had achieved the rank of lieutenant and had gotten drunk the night before his

discharge. The next morning Eduard lined up his squad and told them that now that he was

being discharged they all could “kiss his ass”. As punishment for his behavior, he was not

discharged and was thrown in the brig for a month. Although this event happened around the

Jewish High Holidays, all the entreaties of Grandfather Hoffmann to get him released for the

holidays did not help.There was another story about how Eduard got himself into a brawl in a

house of ill repute. My father, Oskar, was tasked with getting him out of jail. There was a trial

and the doorman at the brothel was called as a witness. The timeframe around this event was

Passover. When the doorman was asked his profession, he said that he was a matzah carrier

delivering matzah for the holiday.Later in life, Eduard suffered from multiple sclerosis and was

in a wheelchair for as long as I can remember. He and his family were the only ones on

Father’s side who disappeared during the the Holocaust.Uncle Eduard could not travel and his

wife, Auguste, would, or could not, leave him. My parents offered to take their fifteen-year-old

daughter, Jutta, with them to Shanghai at the end of 1939, but unfortunately my aunt could not

bear to be separated from her daughter. Even at that late date, people did not grasp the

seriousness of the situation. I shudder to think what the Nazis did to this beautiful girlMy uncle

Friedrich, known to everyone as Fritz, was three years younger than my father. He was a real

charmer. Fritz was an executive at an insurance company and was very successful. Fritz’s first

adventure came when he was about two years old and he fell out of a third floor window. It was

customary in Vienna to air the bedding on the windowsill every morning, something that was

very necessary in a time and place where baths more than once a week were not customary.

Little Fritz climbed on the bedding, the bedding shifted and he sailed out the window. Luckily,

he landed in a tree and was not hurt, but the fright caused him to lose his speech. The story

goes that he only regained it when Grandfather showed him the Austrian equivalent of a penny

and he said “groschen”. This affinity for money stayed with him throughout his life.This was just

one of many stories about Fritz. There was the story of how he was kicked out of school and

never went back. Then there was the one about how he spent the whole of World War I in the

hospital. He got there legitimately with dysentery, but from then on managed, with the help of

my father, who was already practicing medicine, to fake one ailment after another. None of the

Hoffmann boys was injured in the war, although they all served. Fritz married my mother’s first



cousin Amalia, known to all as Maltschi. Mother was very helpful in bringing the two together.

She also had to absorb Maltschi’s tantrums every time Fritz strayed. He was not only a ladies’

man, he supposedly was a lady killer par excellence. The stories are innumerable and anyone

who knew him cannot doubt that they are true. He had two children, Erich and Lotte. After

Hitler came, Fritz’s family first went to stay with Maltschi’s relatives in Czechoslovakia. My

mother’s father, Grandfather Singer, was the only one of that branch of the family who had

moved to Vienna. Fortunately, Fritz and family were able to keep a step ahead of the Nazis and

came to the United States. Fritz was unable to rebuild a career in Boston, but he and Maltschi

kept their family afloat by running a boarding house. Fritz never seemed to lose his joie-de-

vivre. He passed away in 1969 at age 78. Maltschi died in 1986 at age 88.My Aunt Ilona, or Ila,

was two years older than my father. She fell in love with a poor boy, Sigmund Kral, who by

sheer hard work managed to become a doctor. He died of pneumonia shortly after their son

Franz was born in 1909. As the story went, he literally worked himself to death, probably true

then, compared to today when pneumonia rarely kills. Even though Ila was a very good-looking

woman, she refused all offers of marriage. She devoted her life to her son, lived with her

parents and also worked in the Hohenberg porcelain store. The family supported Ila and put

Franz through medical school. When Hitler came, Franz, his wife Erna and Ila managed to

escape to New Zealand. I had the pleasure of seeing Ila after the war here in the United States.

At least she had a lot of pleasure from her three granddaughters, Dorothy, Susan and Marion,

two of whom now live in Israel and one in Australia.My Aunt Bertha, older than my father by

four years, married Maxmilian Hohenberg. They had two sons, Kurt and Erich. Kurt studied law

but had to work in the family porcelain store. He had to put aside his aspirations to be a lawyer

when his father died in the mid 1930s. Erich was able to finish medical school in Vienna before

1938 and became the fifth doctor in the Hoffmann clan. The Hohenbergs all managed to

emigrate to England. In 1941, Kurt and his wife moved to the United States. We remained

close with him and his family, including his children John, Charlotte and Susan until Kurt died in

1973 at the age of 64. His mother, Aunt Bertha, met the same fate in London as her mother.

She also took her own life by jumping from a window. She was only in her mid-fifties. Erich

established himself as a well-liked doctor. I had the opportunity to visit with him and his wife

Licci quite a bit on my frequent trips to London in the 1960s and 1970s. Unfortunately, he had

inherited his father’s high blood pressure and died in 1971 at the age of sixty.There is a story

about Erich to illustrate that soap operas imitate life and not the other way round. He had

married Licci on the rebound and upon arriving in London met his old flame with predictable

results. Licci worked in a book store and to help Erich, stole some medical books. When the

theft came to light, he took all the blame and actually went to jail for a few months. While I know

only the barest of facts about these events, it is not difficult to guess what was the impetus for

Licci to steal the books, and then for Erich to accept the blame.Richard was my father’s

youngest brother. Relations between the brothers were strained for as long as I can remember.

Richard also studied medicine and graduated after World War I, probably around 1920. Father

was doing very well at that time. He had opened his office as a specialist in skin and venereal

diseases; the two specialties went together in Europe. Not surprisingly, there was a great deal

of venereal disease after the First World War. Observing Father’s success, Richard chose to

specialize in dermatology as well. Richard then asked my father to join him in his practice. The

negotiations failed, reportedly because Richard’s demands were too high. Richard then opened

his office very near Father’s office. The two Dr. Hoffmanns having the same specialty with

offices very close to each other lead to mistakes when patients were recommended to Dr.

Hoffmann.Richard’s wife, Hella, was also a doctor, which may or may not have added to the



confusion. I was told that Richard did profit from such mistakes and did not let patients know

that they had reached the wrong Dr. Hoffmann. The situation was aggravated by the fact that

within about ten years, Richard did better than Father. Richard certainly was the more

energetic personality and aggressive of the two brothers. They did not talk to each other for

years.One incident illustrates the tension between the brothers. Father was a big wheel, a

Grand Master, in the Freemasons. The Freemasons were a very select and rather small

fraternity in Austria and other Central European countries, contrary to the rather open society

in the Anglo-Saxon countries, particularly the United States. Richard wanted to be a

Freemasons, but when he did not apply to my father’s lodge, he was shunned on the basis that

a man who does not want to be in a lodge with his own brother cannot be a “brother” to his

fellow Masons. My father did not know about Richard’s application and had nothing to do with

his rejection, but Richard claimed that father had used his influence to bar him.I will

acknowledge that when I saw and heard of Richard and his family, both in Vienna and in the

States, after World War II, relations were not improved between the two Dr. Hoffmann families.

It must be admitted that because Richard was doing well financially he was very helpful to the

Hoffmann grandparents and Aunt Ila in their later years. The way it worked was, whoever did

better, carried the main burden; Father in the beginning, then Fritz and Richard later on.

Richard and his family managed to migrate to the United States very soon after conditions

began to deteriorate in Austria. The family had met the daughter of United States Secretary of

the Treasury Henry Morgenthau during a vacation in Austria. She was able to get them visas

very quickly and they left Vienna in 1938. Richard went to Boston where he became a very

successful and wealthy dermatologist. To his credit, he tried to help the family as much as

possible. He got Fritz and family out of Europe and he provided an affidavit to my sister Licci

and her family enabling them to leave Shanghai in 1947. He paid one ticket for my parents’

passage to Shanghai. I believe he also provided the necessary documentation for my parents

after the War that allowed them to come to the States. However, when my parents came to the

States in 1951, Richard made it clear that he did not want them to settle in Boston. My sister

had settled there, but did not advocate for our parents to settle in Boston. The more liberal

admission policy for doctors in New York State may also have played a role in our parents

settling in Upstate New York. Richard remained distant from the family, which may have been

related to the difference in financial success that was felt by all concerned. His daughter Ruth’s

second marriage was to George Wald, a Nobel Prize winner. Richard’s children, Ruth and

Sasha, were the only two cousins of the twelve I never had any contact with.There was one

more thing about Richard. He was a lifelong Communist, an incongruous position to take by a

person who was rich enough to garage his own car in Paris so that he would always have a car

available on his yearly trips to Europe. As a matter of fact, he came to visit us in Italy in 1952. I

distinctly remember how he explained to me, I who had barely escaped from Communist

China, how marvelous Communism was and that I really did not understand the “glory” of

Communism. I wish he could see that glory now. Richard died in the late 1960s and Hella

passed in 1989, well into her nineties.Finally, there was Stella, father’s youngest sister. She

was the same age as my mother and fifteen years younger than her oldest brother. She really

was the baby in the family. She wanted to be a singer and had a nice voice, as did a number of

the Hoffmanns, including my father, but by far not good enough for a professional career. As far

as I know, she never worked. She married Rudolf Leitner. He was brought into the insurance

company as an employee where Fritz was a director.We were always very close with Aunt

Stella and in the summers spent almost every day with her at the beach on the Old Danube in

Vienna. Stella and Rudolph and their daughters, Herta and Liesl, managed to escape to Israel



by illegally crossing the border on a boat sailing down the Danube. After the war, they came to

the States. Unfortunately, Stella soon contracted cancer and died in 1955 at only fifty seven

years old. Rudolf died in 1990 at the age of ninety five. We remained in close contact with Liesl,

who with her husband, Evgen, and their children, Peter and Ilana, moved to Connecticut and

owned a delicatessen called the “Best Wurst”. Herta and her husband Michael settled in Ohio

before moving to New Hampshire to be close to their only son, Karl, and his family.1 A family

tree that traced the Knoepfelmachers back to Rabbi Judah Loewe, Chief Rabbi of Prague and

Poland (1525-1609) was found in the early 2000’s.2 The Pazmaniten Synagogue was one of

the 267 synagogues destroyed on November 9, 1938, Kristalnacht2The SingersMy maternal

grandfather, Maximilian Singer, was born on November 15, 1853 in Holice, a small town in

what is now the Czech Republic, about a hundred miles from Vienna. His father, Ennoch

Singer, was a farmer. The only thing I know about his mother was her maiden name was

Geyduschek. My grandmother, Emilia Beer, was born on March 18, 1864, in Kremsier,

Czechoslovakia. Her father, Marcus Max Baer was married to Charlotte Graetzer. The Baers

were in the lingerie business. My Singer Grandparents were married in 1888.Lili’s ParentsI do

not know why and when my Grandfather Singer came to Vienna, but I know for sure that he

was in Vienna on December 8, 1881, the day of the great fire at the Ringtheater in which 447

people perished. He was attending a performance of The Tales of Hoffmann. He was on the

fourth balcony and reportedly saved the lives of several people by helping them to jump out of

a window, before saving himself by jumping into a net. We always celebrated Grandfather

Singer’s second birthday on December 8th. This episode emphasizes the rather accidental

nature of life. Had he died in that fire, my mother clearly would not have been born. It boggles

the mind to think of the consequences caused by the death of a single person.Newspaper

article commemorating 50th anniversary of the Ringstrasse fireGrandfather built a very

successful wholesale business in ladies wear, primarily blouses, work dresses, aprons, and

similar accessories. He applied to open a general store on February 9, 1903, at Salzgries 4 in

Vienna and was given permission to do so one week later on February 16, 1903. In 1920, he

was granted permission to manufacture textiles. The store remained at the same location until

1938, when the Nazis confiscated it, like all other Jewish property. The business eventually

employed the whole family, except my mother, Lili, who was the youngest. I don’t really know

how my Grandfather Singer built his success, but he was a well-respected businessman. My

guess is that he worked hard work, had solid business acumen, and my Grandmother was a

great help. As a matter of fact, Mother told me that Grandmother ran her own little store at one

time.The relationships in the Singer family were in many ways the reverse of the Hoffmanns. In

the Hoffmann family, the children took care of the parents in their old age. With the Singers, it

was the grandparents who took care of everyone else. Father acted as my grandparent’s

physician, which required nearly daily visits. Father was paid for his services and this was

certainly helpful during the Depression years. While Grandfather Hoffmann was well-liked,

Grandfather Singer was well-respected. He was very taciturn. I hardly ever heard him say a

word. True enough, from the time I was about ten years old, he was home, partially paralyzed

from a stroke and in great pain, but I also have distinct memories of seeing him in his business,

or at home, before the stroke and just cannot remember him ever saying much.The role

reversal continued with the grandmothers. It was Grandmother Singer who was close to all her

grandchildren. She was interested in how we did in school and rewarded us when we did well.

She gave us weekly pocket money and something extra on her and Grandfather’s birthdays.

While she was still involved in the business, when we visited we always got money for ice-

cream in the summer and chestnuts in the winter. When both grandparents were confined to



their apartment, it was the rule that the whole family went there every evening before dinner.

Since it was customary to eat dinner only at 8 PM, it was possible for everyone to congregate

at my grandparents’ apartment after work, and most evenings I went along with my parents. It

was only a fifteen-minute walk. There I saw all my uncles and aunts and most of my cousins.

Obviously, there were the usual family quarrels and a lot of bickering, but the closeness of the

whole family was certainly an important part of my youth and upbringing. Both grandparents

were spared the horrors of Hitler. Grandfather died on June 10, 1935 in his eighty-first year

after a final stroke. Grandmother who had heart trouble for a long time died on October 6,

1937. She was seventy four.My mother’s oldest sister, Stephanie, was eight years older than

Mother. Mother told me Stephanie helped to raise her since Grandmother was active in the

family business. Stephanie was a very good-looking but not a very happy woman. In her youth

she had a bone disease, probably tuberculosis of the hip bone. In any event, she ended up

with a limp because one leg was shortened in an operation. This handicap naturally influenced

the rest of her life, particularly in a society where marriage was generally the only reasonable

goal for a girl from a Jewish family. A husband had to be found; more difficult in those days

because of her handicap. One of the clerks in the store, Arpad Merkado, liked her, maybe even

fell in love with her, and needed little persuasion to marry into the Singer family. He had come

to Vienna from Hungary, and while he was a very nice man, he was small in stature and did not

have a formal education. I do not know what the financial arrangements were, but Uncle Arpad

got some stake in the business. He struggled with an ambitious and sometimes frustrated wife.

Things were certainly aggravated by the death of their older son, Hans, who died at the age of

eleven from heart disease, a valve problem, quite easily fixed these days. Steffi wanted to be a

singer, but did not possess the level of talent necessary to pursue a career. Hans played the

violin and supposedly was very good. This may explain his younger brother Fred’s desire to

have his daughter, named Stephanie for her grandmother, to be a musician. When Hitler came,

Fred was sent to live with his father’s cousin in Washington. He was only fifteen. Fred ran away

from his uncle to some friends in New York because he was being mistreated by his uncle.

Fred enlisted and served in the Pacific theater, surviving a serious head injury. Fred’s parents

held out waiting for visas to go to the States to join their only son. We probably could have

gotten them to Shanghai. The United States visas did not arrive in time and they disappeared

in the Holocaust. Once again, like in the case of Eduard Hoffmann, parental considerations

overshadowed the reality of the danger.Aunt Margit was six years older than Mother and her

second oldest sister. She married an engineer, Siegmund Katscher, known as Sigi. Margit was

pregnant when she married Sigi. Their first child, Kurt, died at the age of three or four. The

story was that Sigi had syphilis and the child contracted the disease and died from it.

Eventually, both Sigi and Margit were cured and had two more children, Lotte and Kathe. Sigi

was a very well-known stamp collector in Vienna, and got me started collecting stamps. I

actually took a nice little collection to Shanghai, which today probably would be worth a lot of

money, but I had to sell it during the War. Sigi had something to do with the invention or

improvement of records. I only know that my Grandfather Singer invested in the invention and

lost money when something went wrong with the patents.Sigi never seemed to have a fixed

job, concentrating mostly on his stamps. Margit had to work in the family business and I

understand she was very good at what she did. Sigi died in the mid-1930s of a kidney problem.

Margit later married a bachelor cousin, Dr. Edmund Blau-Haas, sometime after arriving in

Shanghai. The two girls, who were known as Lotte and Kitty, were an interesting study in

contrasts, and remained so all their lives. Lotte was very pretty, very flighty, and always a

problem to her widowed mother, who simply could not handle her. Kitty, in contrast, was very



serious, very ambitious and by far the best student among all the Singer grandchildren. She

was always held up as an example to the rest of us.After Hitler came, Lotte married against the

wishes of both sets of parents. She and her husband crossed the border illegally and

eventually got to France where they became separated during the War. Her husband

disappeared. Lotte ended up in a concentration camp in Belgium, where she met, and then

later married, her second husband, Bernard. Kitty was only fifteen in 1938 and was sent to

England on the Kindertransport, a children’s rescue operation. After some very difficult times,

she served in the British army, married an Englishman, raised her daughter, Jackie, and

became an elementary school teacher in England. I managed to get landing permits to

Shanghai for Margit and Edmund and they spent the war years with us there. After the War,

they went to England to join Kitty where they both passed away. Margit was only sixty-three

years old.Ernst was the third child and the older son. As was customary, he was expected to go

into the family business, which he did. He was the heir-apparent, a continuous source of

annoyance for Steffi, who wanted her husband to be more assertive and more of an equal in

the business. I believe Ernst became the principal owner after grandfather died. He married a

young apprentice in the store, Toni, supposedly against the wishes of his parents. Toni was not

considered to be of the right social class. Toni continued to work in the store after their

marriage. It was way easier for women in those days to work because all middle class families

had maids.It is not difficult to visualize all the problems created by so many close family

members working in the same establishment. My grandfather and the two men, Ernst and

Arpad, were responsible for dealing with customers and managing the store. Grandmother

Singer, Margit and Toni dealt with design and production. Grandfather Singer must have been

quite a man to keep them all working together and the business operating smoothly. Despite

the strains, the family members always talked to each other.Ernst and Toni had two children,

Trude and Felix. I remember Uncle Ernst joked a lot. He also liked to drink, and Father and he

would match cognacs most evenings at my grandparent’s house. No one ever talked about

father drinking too much, but there was talk that Ernst did. In retrospect, there was some truth

to this. Soon after the Nazis took over, Ernst was arrested. I don’t know under what pretext, but

the pretext couldn’t have been too serious because he was released fairly quickly. Ernst and

family left as soon as possible thereafter for Czechoslovakia to be with my mother’s side of the

family. From there, they were able to get to the United States. The Jewish Joint Distribution

Committee decided to settle them in Mobile, Alabama, where Ernst worked as an accountant.

He died very young at only fifty-two years of age in 1946. Most of the men in Grandmother

Singer’s family died young from heart disease.Unfortunately, mother explained this to me when

I was maybe ten or eleven years old and it left a deep impression on me. For a long time, I

believed I was going to die young like they did. I obviously know better today, but paid a price

for my beliefs and my mother’s poor understanding of psychology. How many parents say

things in a well-meaning, yet thoughtless, way without realizing how deeply they influence their

children’s lives? Trude married twice, having lost her first husband very early in the War. He

disappeared with his plane over the Gulf of Mexico. She settled in Pearson, Georgia. Felix

developed mental health problems. We saw him once in New York in 1954, but he seemed to

weave in and out of the family scene.1Mother’s younger brother was Jacques, two years older

than she. He was slated to be a doctor. All Jewish families aspired to have at least one medical

doctor in the family. When the First World War, the Great War, broke out, he was a tall, thin

eighteen-year-old kid. He was very patriotic and anxious to join the army and fight for the

Kaiser and the Fatherland. He literally fattened himself up to be able to enlist. He succeeded,

and in 1917, two months before my parents’ wedding, he took shrapnel to the groin on the



Italian front. The story was that he didn’t let himself be helped since others were more

seriously injured. Infection set in and he died from a wound that he would have certainly

survived in today’s world. I was told about the reaction of Grandfather Singer to the tragedy,

and I believe it since it was totally in character. All Grandfather said about the loss of his

favorite son, as he went to pray at the little synagogue that he frequented, and reputedly

supported single-handedly, was “God gives and God takes.”1 Felix passed away in Denver,

Colorado in 2007. He was a writer and was arrested while protesting during the Civil Rights

Era. His arrest photo can be seen in the Mississippi Civil Rights Archive circa 1961.3Oskar and

LiliMy father, Oskar, was born on March 12, 1888. To appreciate how long ago this was,

electric lighting had just been invented, but there certainly was none in Vienna. There was no

telephone, no radio, and no modern medicine. Johann Strauss was in his heyday and Father

may even have seen him conduct the orchestra in Vienna. While I was very close to Father, we

never talked about his early childhood. His stories started with his last year in the gymnasium,

the equivalent of being a senior in high school. He told me how he cut so many classes to take

girls to the park that he failed his Latin course. Father had to take a make-up exam after the

summer so that he could enter the University. The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree since I

had my difficulties in my junior year in high school for similar reasons.Father was expected to

be a rabbi, but did not choose this vocation. Instead, in the fall of 1906, he started his medical

studies at Vienna University, which in those days was one of the premier universities in the

world. Everyone who had graduated from the gymnasium, as high-school is still called in

Vienna, was admitted. The selection process took place during the eight years of gymnasium.

However, for Jews there were restrictions, officially and unofficially. Only a certain number were

to be admitted each year. I do not know why Father was among that chosen group. He must

have been a good student because it was difficult to pass all the examinations. All

examinations were oral and thus the whim and mood of the professor were a factor. If you

failed, you could repeat the exam twice, and after that you were out of luck. It didn’t help to be

Jewish, unless the professor was Jewish, like the great Julius Tandler, the authority of his time

in anatomy. Sigmund Freud, the Father of Modern Psychiatry, also taught in Vienna during this

era.Two episodes of Father’s student days have stuck in my mind, both having to do with his

political views and quick temper, which was not uncharacteristic of him. One happened during

a political demonstration. He was watching the demonstration and was told to move on by a

policeman. He refused, insisting on his right to stand anywhere he liked. He was right, but the

policeman didn’t think so and arrested him. Grandfather Hoffmann insisted that he would let

Father go to jail, but when the police came to take him, Grandfather decided to pay the

fine.Another time, Father passed the University in a trolley car and saw that Jewish students

were being beaten. I never understood how he was able to decide what was happening; maybe

he heard the epithets being shouted. Father jumped off the trolley to join the fracas and came

home with a bloody head. This character trait of standing up for his rights and his opposition to

political oppression will reappear several times during the telling of this story.Father received

his doctorate in 1911 and decided to specialize in dermatology, which in those days also

included venereal diseases. I don’t know what made him choose this specialty. Could it be that

it was one that very rarely dealt with emergencies and even more rarely led to calls at night?

He started his internship at the Wiener Krankenhaus (Hospital) where he stayed until he was

drafted into the army at the height of World War I. According to Father, he had a falling out with

his superior at the hospital, who told him to conform and buckle down or get sent to the War.

True to form, Father refused and promptly was shipped out. Father claimed that he had to leave

Vienna anyway, to get away from the girls. The War had obviously led to a great shortage of



men and a twenty-eight-year-old doctor had his hands full. Father also had developed some

lung trouble and the outdoor life in the Carpathian Mountains of Romania was very healthy.

Father claimed the War saved his life. The War really did save his life when the Nazis took over

Austria. He had earned a couple of medals, which he said were undeserved, but those medals

influenced the Nazis to grant a delay in the deportation to Poland of my parents in 1939,

permitting them enough time to leave for Shanghai.One of the medals was earned when

Father and his unit got lost and, as he told it, spent a very good week between the lines. He

generally kept the bloody aspects of the war to himself. As a doctor, Father must have seen

some terrible horrors. He only mentioned how he had to work around the clock sometimes, and

once was so exhausted that he slept for twenty-four hours, right through a bombardment.On

one of his leaves, he met Mother.Mother was born on December 7, 1898. She also did not

speak too much about her youth. Maybe this was because there wasn’t too much youth to

speak of. She was not yet sixteen when the War broke out and married before she was

nineteen. Both of Mother’s parents worked and the maid took care of the children. Steffi, eight

years Mother’s senior, acted as a substitute mother. The Singers were well-to-do and mother

said that she had a pleasant childhood. One of her memories was the sixtieth anniversary of

the reign of Emperor Franz Joseph and the festivities accompanying the Diamond Jubilee in

1908, including the arrival of electric street lighting in Vienna and the opening of one of the

show pieces of the city, the Ringstrasse, with its beautiful buildings.Mother often mentioned

that as a young woman, she would say that money is not important, because if you have it, it

does not matter and if you do not, it cannot matter. How, later on, she became such a

compulsive worrier, particularly about money, does not square with this motto. She said that

her attitude towards money was not rooted in her childhood, so one can only guess that it was

an inherited trait, aggravated by the Depression and emigration. Looking at my own attitude on

the subject, I am sure that there is an inherited factor, plus acquired insecurities.
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Neil J Plain, “Insight into one of the many destinations of Jews escaping Hitler that is not well

known!. First let me mention that Paul Hoffmann was a 1st Cousin once remove from my wife.

We lived about 15 miles away from Paul and Shirley and visited on many holidays. I knew that
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Paul had escaped from Vienna and gone to Shanghai and I always admired their beautiful

Chinese furniture and art. I never thought to ask him about his experiences as it seemed far in

the past. My wife had relatives in the US, England, Israel, New Zealand and of course China

that escaped the Holocaust! Unfortunately she also had family that did not escape and were

murdered! I always say that each story of escape is unique and interesting. I was amazed at

the detail of Paul's memories and what they went through, especially given my lack of

knowledge of that community. I am thankful for his story and the work of his daughter to bring

his story too light. I think many would be interested in hearing it......”

Harris Lilienfeld, “One of the most fascinating memoirs I’ve ever read.. So much pertinent

history about life and survival”
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